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Crafty aims to increase the interactivity of graphical editors
and viewers by enabling you to see what your changes will
look like in game right from the editor with quick previews.
While editors often support automatic preview, they often
don't support sequential previews. As in the Steam Train
demo linked above, where each new simulation is
automatically previewed after closing the previous one. This
is achieved by the system of internally recording all state
changes the program and then applying them to the rendered
preview image (using the same render mode as the editor for
maximum accuracy). However, unlike Steam Train,
previews don't only show the visuals, but also the sounds,
scripts and input events corresponding to that state. This is a
significant bonus, because it allows you to see exactly what
you are losing when you optimize your levels. Crafty doesn't
use any external libraries or plugins and is entirely a single
executable of Windows.NET code. Crafty 3.3.3 works on:
*.bsp,.vmf,.gl and.mdl files. *.map,.bsp and.mdl as well
as.rmf files in most rendering modes. *.tf,.md5 and.hdr
supported by the TRACE Previewer. Crafty doesn't
support.cpt,.iut or other Half-Life mod format files. Crafty
can also render objects via the TRACE Previewer, if they
are in.tf,.md5 or.hdr format. This is most often used for
world or game map preview, or to make screenshots in GPU
mode. Crafty is also the only graphical tool to correctly
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render TRACE.iut or.cpt objects. Crafty currently supports
Half-Life:Source 2 renderer. Crafty Previewer Crafty uses
the following tools and APIs: * PE Player, the object
viewer. * PE.INI, the configuration file. *
Visualization.NET, the rendering framework. * FMOD, the
audio engine. Crafty's Previewer Crafty's previewer looks a
little bit different. It has two main windows: * The main
window is the control panel. * The preview window displays
the preview image as seen through the actual render engine.
As soon as you start Crafty, the preview window is shown.
Features of the Previewer * Show the preview image
without loading. * Right-click to open the program in
another

Crafty Free Download

Crafty is a 3D object, material, model and file browsing
browsing browsing utility targeted towards Half-Life
modders or enthusiasts looking for a Steam Independent
application for quick previews. Crafty currently supports
Half-Life 2.bsp', '.vmf', '.gl' and '.mesh' formats along with
Half-Life Classic.'); } 09e8f5149f
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Crafty was developed by a frequent Valve contributor
named .Fynnk. His aim was to have a useful tool for
browsing 3D objects, and he did succeed. Crafty Features: •
Various Rendering Modes • 3D Objects Display •
Save/Restore Snapshots • Texture Viewers Crafty
Conventions: • To activate a feature you must first  open it
from the menu: Application → Manage Crafty → Open A
Feature. Some features are only accessible from the menu. •
Crafty will automatically un-pause, update, and close
automatically when it is launched. However, it may freeze
for short periods if you are running too many applications at
once. Crafty has several small bug fixes so please report any
bugs you may find. Crafty Changelog:
-------------------------------- Crafty version 1.0.0 Released
9/30/2010 Version 1.0.2 Released 11/7/2010 - added a
save/restore snapshot menu - fixed a crash bug Version
1.0.4 Released 11/8/2010 - added a very useful texture
viewer to the tools section Version 1.0.5 Released
12/11/2010 - fixed a texture preview bug - fixed a small bug
in the save snapshot window Version 1.0.6 Released
12/20/2010 - added multiple texture and material viewer
windows - fixed a bug in the save snapshot window - fixed a
bug in the texture viewer where certain textures were not
visible Version 1.0.7 Released 1/6/2011 - added the ability
to save/restore snapshots in the interface - fixed a bug in the
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save snapshot menu - fixed a bug in the texture viewer that
made it sometimes crash Version 1.0.8 Released 1/23/2011
- fixed a bug in the texture viewer where some textures were
not visible Version 1.0.9 Released 2/9/2011 - fixed a bug in
the save snapshot menu where some folders were missing
Version 1.0.10 Released 2/15/2011 - fixed a bug in the save
snapshot window that caused it to not update properly -
fixed a texture preview bug Version 1.0.11 Released
2/16/2011

What's New In Crafty?

Crafty supports both OBJ and STL format specifications
and is the only application to enable scaling of material and
object textures, and even allows for rotated materials,
mirrored faces, and cube faces. Crafty also includes an
export filter to export the 3D models, textures, materials and
videos to a variety of popular 2D imaging formats. Crafty
Description: Crafty is an application targeted towards Half-
Life modders, in particular those working on Half-Life 2.
Crafty was designed to work with games using the Quake
III/Lightwave 3D renderer as it leverages the Quake III
“native” model format. Crafty also includes an export filter
to export the 3D models, textures, materials and videos to a
variety of popular 2D imaging formats. The export filter
also enables users to export to a variety of formats,
including 3D animation formats such as Cinema4D or
applications such as Adobe After Effects or Adobe
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Photoshop. Users may also export images to ImageMagick.
Crafty Description: Crafty provides a uniform standard for
viewing both Half-Life Classic and Half-Life 2.mdl models.
Crafty also provides the best tools for viewing Half-Life
Classic.map models along with the modelloer for creating
your own textured models. The modelloer enables users to
view a cube map, create a brush texture or recolour their
model. Crafty Description: Crafty is a Half-Life 3D model
viewer and modeller that allows for the 3D modeller to
create and view 3D game assets and visuals. Crafty was
designed for Half-Life 3, and includes the Half-Life 3
modeller. Crafty Description: Crafty is a Half-Life 2 .mdl
model viewer and modeller that allows for the 3D modeller
to create and view 3D game assets and visuals. Crafty was
designed for Half-Life 2, and includes the Half-Life 2
modeller. Crafty Description: Crafty is a Half-Life
Classic .map model viewer and modeller that allows for the
3D modeller to create and view 3D game assets and visuals.
Crafty was designed for Half-Life Classic, and includes the
Half-Life Classic modeller. Crafty Description: Crafty is a
Half-Life 2 .gl model viewer and modeller that allows for
the 3D modeller to create and view 3D game assets and
visuals. Craft
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System Requirements:

OS: Vista 32 bit, Windows 7 32 bit or 64 bit (Win7 users
can use the System Requirements to install CUDA 4.1)
Windows 7 64 bit users can use the System Requirements
page to install CUDA 4.1) Windows XP 32 bit Internet
Explorer 10 or later Display Driver: A high-performance,
high-definition display (wide color) is recommended. Not
recommended for very old GPUs such as NV40 or NV30. If
you have the computer equipped with NVIDIA�
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